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FLOOD AND SEVERE WEATHER

THE NEW NORMAL
• Spring is arriving sooner.
• Dangerously hot weather is occurring more often.
• Heavy downpours, and flooding affect health,
agriculture, forestry, transportation and water
quality.
• Increased extreme rainfall events.
• Increased humidity and degraded air quality.
• Great Lakes ice coverage has declined substantially.

http://elpc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Executive-Summary-GLClimateChange.pdf
https://nca2014.globalchange.gov/highlights/regions/midwest

• A dramatic increase in extreme precipitation events in Illinois.
• Extreme rainfall events and flooding have increased during the
last century.
• The increase in heavy downpours has contributed to the
discharge of untreated sewage due to excess water in combined
sewage-overflow systems in the Midwest.
• We expect stronger droughts, bigger heat waves, stronger storms
and heavier rainfalls where the rain is occurring. Managing water
will be a major challenge.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/kevin-trenberth-on-climate-change-and-tornadoes/

Precipitation in spring and summer has been above average over the
past two decades, affecting agriculture in both positive (adequate soil
moisture) and negative (delays in spring planting) ways.

https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/il/

https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/il/

April 2013 Record Des Plaines and Illinois
River Flood
• Record rainfall produced flash flooding
over Northeast Illinois.
• A new state 24-hour rainfall record set
when Aurora received 16.94 inches of
rain.
• Major flooding along portions of the
Fox, Illinois, and DuPage Rivers occurred,
causing widespread flood damage.
• $375 million from flash flooding and
river flooding

Visit the National Weather Service at http://water.weather.gov/ahps/

The oceans are
warmer because of
climate change.
Warmer and moister
conditions are the key
for unstable air.
Unstable low-level air
creates convection
and thunderstorms.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/kevin-trenberth-on-climate-change-and-tornadoes/

Heavy seasonal snow and extreme snowstorms continue to occur with
great frequency as the climate has changed.
The frequency of extreme snowstorms in the eastern two-thirds of the
contiguous United States has increased over the past century.
Approximately twice as many extreme U.S. snowstorms occurred in the
latter half of the 20th century than the first.

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/news/climate-changeand-extreme-snow-us

February 1 to 3, 2011, Illinois was hit by one of the most
powerful winter storms in history. The greatest snow
accumulation was in Antioch with 27 inches of snow.

Longer growing seasons and rising carbon dioxide levels will
increase yields of some crops, but these benefits will be
progressively offset by extreme weather events.
BUT stresses associated with climate change are expected to
decrease agricultural productivity.

https://www.globalchange.gov/browse/multimedia/projected-changes-keyclimate-variables-affecting-agricultural-productivity

• The Great Lakes contain 21% of the world’s fresh water.
• About 34 million people rely on them for drinking water, jobs,
recreation and their way of life.
• Great Lakes ice coverage has declined substantially.
• Less ice, coupled with more frequent and intense storms, leaves
shores vulnerable to erosion and flooding and could harm
property and fish habitat.

http://elpc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Executive-Summary-GLClimateChange.pdf

https://nca2014.globalchange.gov/highlights/regions/midwest

https://dataintheclassroom.noaa.gov/
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• Major events in 1972-73, 1982-83, 1997-98, and 2015-16
•Above-normal temperatures to much of the Midwest
region, particularly across the northern states.
•Extreme cold weather may be milder and less
frequent.
•May bring drier conditions to eastern portions of the
Midwest.
•Past strong El Niño events since the 1950s suggest a
lower risk of extreme precipitation events capable of
producing widespread river flooding.
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https://dataintheclassroom.noaa.gov/
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https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/vs/map.php?lat=2&lng=-28&zoom_level=3

Interactive simulations
•Coral reef
•Climate
•Ocean Circulation

http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/pd/oceans_weather_climate/welcome.html

https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/map/index.html?region=Lake%20Michigan

Observed Sea Level Measurements from Tide Gauges
 Calculation of relative sea level trends and analyses
at U.S. and Global stations, for Local, Regional & Global
trend comparison

http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/sltrends/index.shtml

Plan ahead for your BIG birthdays
Explore temperature projections in Climate.gov Data Snapshops
Start thinking now about conditions on your hundredth birthday!

Blue areas show
temperatures
below 60°F;
orange and red
show areas
above 60°F

Labels show
month, decade,
and selected
future.

The 1981-2010
image shows
conditions from
the recent past

2020 to 2090 shows
projections from global
climate models

Click read
more » for a
fact sheet
about the
images

National Centers for Environmental Information

https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/

National Centers for Environmental Information
 World’s largest climate data archive
 6 million gigabytes of data
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https://data.noaa.gov/datasetsearch/
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http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleoclimate-data
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Digging Into the Past

Tracking
Climate
Change

A Tree
Ring’s
Tale

Paleo
climate
Data

Ice
Core
Data

Proxy Data Sleuthing
You are sitting in room with no windows for
hours.
Some other people have come in an out.
How can you determine what the weather is like
outside?
What proxy data sources could you use to
deduce what it is like outside when you can’t
measure it directly with instruments?

How do we know what we know about climate
conditions and mechanisms of change in the
past?

Proxy data from ice and sediment cores
provides evidence of ice mass, temperature,
and past atmospheric CO2 concentrations

Where we find our evidence: Sediments
Glacial Sediments

Eolian Sediments

Alluvial Sediments

Peat

Story inside the Sediments
Find an archive where climate information is stored in an
organized way, so that we know the sequence of events!

Hypothetical Lake Bottom: yearly accumulation of sediments

Summary: Proxy Data
Indirect measure of former climates or environments
Pollen, diatoms, seeds, insect remains, gases, mineral
Tree rings, ice cores, sediment, rock layers

https://scied.ucar.edu/tree-ring-interactive
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Climate Discovery Teacher’s Guide
National Center for Atmospheric Research

Does one degree make a
difference?
Let’s look at the average
tree ring patterns of 387
trees from northern
latitudes over the past
600 years.
http://eo.ucar.edu/educators/ClimateDisc
overy/LIA_lesson5_9.28.05.pdf

Little Ice Age

1300 to 1850
One degree colder than present
Cold winter and cool, wet summers
Widespread famine due to crop failures

European witch trials coincided with some of
the Little Ice Age’s most bitter phases.
Thames River froze, Dickens wrote about
the cold.
Houses and clothing were constructed for
warmth.

Where we find our evidence: Ice

Vostok Ice Core

Correspondence of CO2 and Temperature on long time scales

Do you see a pattern in this data? What might cause it?
How do we know? What is the evidence?

The rate of increase of carbon dioxide is presently over
10,000 times as fast as any increase in the past.
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•Everywhere around the globe, rain and snowfall occur in unsteady patterns (which are hard to forecast)
•Starting at the Equator and moving toward the poles, there are alternating bands of low and high precipitation
•Swirls close to the Equator are tropical storms; at higher latitudes, lows and frontal bands are visible
Related Datasets
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